Rates of brain atrophy derived from serial magnetic resonance (MR) studies may be used to assess therapies for Alzheimer's disease (AD). These measures may be confounded by changes in scanner voxel sizes. For this reason, the Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) included the imaging of a geometric phantom with every scan. This study compares voxel scaling correction using a phantom with correction using a 9 degrees of freedom (9DOF) registration algorithm. We took 129 pairs of baseline and 1-year repeat scans, and calculated the volume scaling correction, previously measured using the phantom. We used the registration algorithm to quantify any residual scaling errors, and found the algorithm to be unbiased, with no significant (p = 0.97) difference between control (n = 79) and AD subjects (n = 50), but with a mean (SD) absolute volume change of 0.20 (0.20) % due to linear scalings. 9DOF registration was shown to be comparable to geometric phantom correction in terms of the effect on atrophy measurement and unbiased with respect to disease status. These results suggest that the additional expense and logistic effort of scanning a phantom with every patient scan can be avoided by registration-based scaling correction. Furthermore, based upon the atrophy rates in the AD subjects in this study, sample size requirements would be approximately 10-12% lower with (either) correction for voxel scaling than if no correction was used.
Introduction
Alzheimer's disease is associated with an insidious onset and relentless progression of cognitive decline. This cognitive deterioration reflects a loss of synaptic function and neuronal destruction secondary to the underlying pathological process which is characterised histologically by the deposition of amyloid plaques, neurofibrillary tangles and neuronal loss (Braak and Braak, 1995) . The macroscopic concomitant of that neuronal loss is cerebral atrophy with brain weights at death being typically 10-20% lower than in age-matched healthy controls (Silbert et al., 2003) . Serial magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) allows in vivo visualisation and quantification of progressive cerebral atrophy: each individual acts as their own control and change relative to baseline volume can be calculated Jack et al., 1998) . Registration of serial images and application of a direct method to quantify loss such as the Brain Boundary Shift Integral (BBSI) allow a more precise measure of this volume change (Frost et al., 2004) . Rates of cerebral atrophy in established AD are typically around 1.5-2.5% per annum (O'Brien et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2002; Fox and Schott, 2004; Archer et al., 2006) although this can depend on the rate of progression of AD, where faster progressors (Jack et al., 2004) and more severely cognitively impaired individuals have higher brain atrophy rates (Mungas et al., 2005) . More specifically, as subjects progress from a pre-clinical state to amnestic mild cognitive impairment (MCI) (an isolated memory deficit) and then to AD there is an acceleration in rates of atrophy (Chan et al., 2003; Ridha et al., 2006; Carlson et al., 2008) . There is great interest in using rates of atrophy to distinguish individuals who are likely to progress from MCI to AD from those who may remain cognitively stable or even improve (Jack et al., 2005; Carlson et al., 2008) . In addition, the rates of brain NeuroImage 47 (2009) E-mail address: m.clarkson@ucl.ac.uk (M.J. Clarkson). 1 Both authors contributed equally. 2 Data used in the preparation of this article were obtained from the Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database (http://www.loni.ucla.edu/ADNI). As such, the investigators within the ADNI contributed to the design and implementation of ADNI and/or provided data but did not participate in analysis or writing of this report. ADNI investigators include (complete listing available at http://www.loni.ucla. edu/ADNI/Collaboration/ADNI_Citation.shtml). atrophy are increasingly included as endpoints in clinical trials of potentially disease modifying therapies in AD (Fox et al., , 2005 Wang et al., 2002; Jack et al., 2003) .
In order to quantify precisely the rates of brain atrophy from serial MRI it is important that the MR acquisitions at baseline and a later time point are as similar as possible, in particular any changes in the voxel size (a scaling change) introduced by some scanner instability may either mimic or obscure true atrophy changes. For this reason ADNI included the imaging of a geometric phantom (test object) with every subject's scan to measure and correct for voxel size fluctuations (Gunter et al., 2006; Jack et al., 2008) . While correction using phantoms can be extremely robust, practical considerations such as the possibility of damage to or leakage of phantoms and the expense and logistical effort of imaging a phantom with every scan in a multicentre trial means that an alternative correction procedure would be highly desirable. One approach is to use image registration of each individual's scan to their baseline scan and incorporating scaling changes within the registration to correct for any potential scanner drift or change in voxel size.
Image registration is the process of aligning images so that corresponding features can be easily related (Hajnal et al., 2001) . The alignment process can include 3 rotations and 3 translations, known as rigid-body or 6 degrees of freedom (6DOF), or can additionally include 3 scale parameters, known as 9 degrees of freedom (9DOF). There are many image registration algorithms, see Hill et al. (2001) for a review. In this study we chose to use the software package AIR (http:// bishopw.loni.ucla.edu/AIR5/), as it has been well validated over a long period of time (Woods et al.,1993 (Woods et al., ,1998 , performs well compared with other algorithms (West et al., 1997) , is readily available with 6DOF and 9DOF modes and is frequently used in serial MR registration Fox et al., 2000; Gunter et al., 2003) .
Strategies to correct for voxel scaling errors have included measuring total intra-cranial volume (TIV) on each scan and using the ratio to correct volume measurements (Jenkins et al., 2000) , registering two scans of a phantom taken at different time points (Lemieux and Barker, 1998) , registering a scan of a phantom and a computerised model of the phantom (Hill et al., 1998) , extracting a known rigid structure such as the skull in the baseline and repeat image and registering the two structures and by registering the repeat scan directly to the baseline scan (Whitwell et al., 2004) using a 9DOF registration algorithm (Woods et al., 1993) . Whitwell et al. showed that a 9DOF registration algorithm can successfully correct for artificially added scaling errors in the range 1.5%-6.1% of volume, that the 9DOF registration algorithm did not affect the measurements of brain atrophy and that the scaling correction was less variable than using TIV. These methods may all be valid, but previous studies have not quantified the benefit of these approaches to scaling correction in large scale multi-site studies.
In this study we specifically compare 9DOF registration (Woods et al., 1993 (Woods et al., , 1998 with the geometric scaling phantom used in ADNI (Gunter et al., 2006) . We used a subset of the ADNI dataset, which is the first large dataset to have a geometric scaling phantom scanned with every subject's MRI. Our aim was to assess the extent of withinscanner scaling geometric drift over time that is encountered in a large multi-site study (using serial phantom measurements on each scanner), and to examine whether or not a post-processing alternative based on image registration of the brain scans themselves is an equivalent scaling error correction and whether this is robust for AD patients with progressive atrophy. The atrophy measurement method used in this comparison is the Brain Boundary Shift Integral (BBSI) .
Materials and methods
Data used in the preparation of this article were obtained from the Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database (http://www.loni.ucla.edu/ADNI). The ADNI was launched in 2003 by the National Institute on Aging (NIA), the National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB), the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), private pharmaceutical companies and nonprofit organizations, as a $60 million, 5-year public-private partnership. The primary goal of ADNI has been to test whether serial magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission tomography (PET), other biological markers, and clinical and neuropsychological assessment can be combined to measure the progression of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and early Alzheimer's disease (AD). Determination of sensitive and specific markers of very early AD progression is intended to aid researchers and clinicians to develop new treatments and monitor their effectiveness, as well as lessen the time and cost of clinical trials. The Principal Investigator of this initiative is Michael W. Weiner, M.D., VA Medical Center and University of California-San Francisco. ADNI is the result of efforts of many co-investigators from a broad range of academic institutions and private corporations, and subjects have been recruited from over 50 sites across the U.S. and Canada. The initial goal of ADNI was to recruit 800 adults, ages 55 to 90, to participate in the researchapproximately 200 cognitively normal older individuals to be followed for 3 years, 400 people with MCI to be followed for 3 years, and 200 people with early AD to be followed for 2 years. For up-to-date information see http://www.adni-info.org.
Subjects and scan selection
A sample of 129 subjects were selected (79 control and 50 AD, see Table 1 ), where to the best of the knowledge of the core QC site (Mayo Clinic) there had not been any (1) phantom replacement at the scanner sites or problems such as leakage or dropping of the phantom, and (2) technical difficulties with the MRI protocol or scanner that could have adversely impacted scan geometry. These 129 subjects had been scanned at 34 different sites, on 1.5 Tesla, Siemens (n = 49) or General Electric (GE) Medical Systems (n = 80) MR clinical scanners. Each individual was scanned with different sequences but for this study we only used the T1-weighted volumetric scans. Representative imaging parameters were TR = 2400 ms, TI = 1000 ms, TE = 3.5 ms, flip angle = 8°, field of view = 240 × 240 mm and 160 sagittal 1.2 mmthick-slices and a 192 × 192 matrix yielding a voxel resolution of 1.25 × 1.25 × 1.2 mm, or 180 sagittal 1.2 mm-thick-slices with a 256 × 256 matrix yielding a voxel resolution of 0.94 × 0.94 × 1.2 mm. The details of the ADNI MR imaging protocol are described in Jack et al. (2008) , and listed on the ADNI website (http://www.loni.ucla.edu/ ADNI/Research/Cores/).
The standard ADNI processing pipeline includes post-acquisition correction of gradient warping (Jovicich et al., 2006) , B 1 nonuniformity correction (Narayana et al., 1988 ) depending on the scanner and coil type, intensity non-uniformity correction (Sled et al., 1998) and phantom-based scaling correction (Gunter et al., 2006) -the geometric phantom scan having been acquired with each patient scan. 129 pairs (baseline and 1 year repeat) of images with all necessary corrections including the phantom-based scaling correction were downloaded from the ADNI website (http://www.loni.ucla. edu/ADNI), and in this study are called phantom corrected images. Mayo Clinic provided the phantom scale correction parameters for each image, and so a second dataset of 129 pairs of images was created 76.0 (4.9) 75.1 (6.9) Mean (SD) scan interval (days) 389 (16) 387 (13) by reversing-out the phantom scaling correction by changing the image header, and in this paper are called uncorrected images. So, in this paper, the two datasets are referred to as "uncorrected" and "phantom corrected", and each dataset has 129 pairs of baseline and repeat scans, with the only difference between the two datasets being the phantom scaling correction.
Image registration
Images were registered using AIR 5.2.5, minimising the standard deviation of the ratio image (Woods et al., 1993) (http://bishopw.loni. ucla.edu/AIR5). For each baseline scan, whole brain regions were delineated using a semi-automated, iterative, 3D morphological technique, whereby the brain region is initially identified by manually selecting two intensity thresholds, the largest connected component is extracted, conditional dilations and erosions are applied and the resultant region is manually edited as necessary . Brain regions for the repeat scans were found using automated region propagation (Evans et al., 2008) . The propagation is achieved by registering the baseline scan to the repeat scan using affine registration and then a non-linear technique based on B-Splines (Rueckert et al., 1999) and then using these two transformations to deform the baseline region into the co-ordinate space of the repeat scan. The registration experiments in this paper were performed over the brain volumes dilated 8 times with a 6-neighborhood structuring element. In the literature, methods that measure brain atrophy vary with regard to the registration step. Registration has been performed using the whole image, using just the brain region (Woods et al., 1998) , using a dilated brain mask (Gunter et al., 2003) , or using a skull extraction procedure to ensure registration does not affect atrophy measurement Smith et al., 2002) . Eight dilations were performed on each brain mask to include the edges of the skull and scalp in order to reduce the likelihood that the optimisation of the scale parameters would affect any measurement of atrophy, and to provide a comparable approach with other groups.
Measurement of atrophy
Registered images were corrected for differential intensity bias and then the Brain Boundary Shift Integral (BBSI) was calculated as a measure of brain atrophy. The BBSI is calculated by integrating the intensity change between two thresholds in a region around all brain/nonbrain boundaries.
Statistical analysis
Both the phantom and registration scaling correction procedures result in multiplicative scale factors for each of the X, Y and Z voxel dimensions. In this paper we define the volume scale factors as the product of the X, Y and Z scale factors. These may, for example, range from 0.97 to 1.03, and where we believe it adds clarity, we convert these to percentage values, e.g. 0.97 → −3% and 1.03 → + 3%. Where we discuss the magnitude of these changes, we take the absolute percentage change as a measure of the amount of scale change, regardless of whether that change was an increase or decrease. Throughout this paper, we compare the differences of mean absolute percentage scale change, and differences of the mean, annualized, percentage BSI measures using two tailed t-tests. In the Experiments section, we compare the difference in variance of BBSI measures using Pitman's tests. In each significance test, the null hypothesis is that there is zero difference, and the significance level is set at p b 0.05 unless otherwise stated. All tests were performed using Stata 10.0 (StataCorp, Texas, USA).
Experiments

Assessing the magnitude of phantom scaling corrections
This section addresses only phantom images. The scaling correction for each scan, derived from scanning the phantom (Gunter et al., 2006) provides scale factors in the X, Y and Z image directions. For each image, the volume scale factor was calculated as the product of the X, Y and Z phantom scale factors and converted to a percentage volume change. The distribution of volume scale factors at baseline and repeat was compared using an independent samples two tailed t-test.
Results Table 2 shows the mean (SD) and range of absolute percentage scale corrections applied to baseline and repeat scans by the phantom correction procedure-voxel volumes in each scan being corrected to the absolute geometric standard of the phantom. The mean absolute volume change was 0.90% for baseline scans and 0.87% for the repeat scans. There was no significant difference between the distribution of volume scale factors found in the baseline images and repeat images (p = 0.97) indicating no systematic bias in the phantom scaling correction procedure over the time interval of 1 year. Fig. 1 shows the baseline percentage volume change against the repeat percentage volume change calculated using the phantom. Visually, there is some correlation between these values indicating that the scanners are relatively stable in terms of scaling. For each image in our phantom corrected dataset, we have the scale factor calculated using the phantom for each axis. We calculate the volume change as X × Y × Z for each image and convert to an absolute percentage, and display the mean (SD) and range aggregated over the 129 baseline images (rows 1, 2) and the 129 repeat images (rows 3, 4). Furthermore, we take the baseline and repeat volume scale factors, and calculate the ratio of Baseline/Repeat, and display the mean (SD) and range in rows 5 and 6. Quantification of the residual scaling errors after phantom correction
The 129 pairs of phantom corrected baseline and repeat scans were registered using the 9DOF registration algorithm. The registration algorithm produces X, Y and Z scale factors, from which the volume scale factor was calculated as the product of the X, Y and Z registration scale factors, and then converted to a percentage volume change. If no scaling is needed the X, Y and Z scale parameters produced by the registration algorithm would each be 1.00 indicating 0% volume change. The registration volume scale change was compared to the expected volume scale change of 0%. The distribution of volume scale factors for control and AD groups was compared using an independent samples two tailed t-test.
Results
The mean (SD) percentage volume change was 0.04 (0.29) % for control and 0.04 (0.32) for the AD group. Re-running the experiment with the baseline and repeat scans reversed gave, as expected, a mean percentage change of −0.04% for both groups. The mean (SD) absolute percentage volume change was 0.20 (0.20) % for the control group and 0.19 (0.26) % for the AD group. There was no significant difference between the distribution of the volume scale factors calculated using 9DOF registration for the control and AD groups (p = 0.95).
Comparison of the 9DOF registration method and phantom correction method
When a repeat scan is registered using 9DOF to a baseline scan, the registration algorithm calculates X, Y and Z scale factors to scale the repeat scan directly to the baseline scan, from which the volume scale change is calculated (the scaling change over time). The volume scale factor obtained using registration should therefore match the ratio of the baseline and repeat volume scale factors calculated using the phantom. The 129 pairs of uncorrected baseline and repeat scans were registered using the 9DOF registration algorithm. As above, we took the registration result, and calculated the volume scale factor, and compared it to the ratio of the baseline and repeat volume scale factor calculated using the phantom. The distribution of volume scale corrections calculated using the phantom was compared to the distribution of volume scale corrections calculated from the registration using a paired samples two tailed t-test. Table 2 rows 5 and 6, shows the mean (SD) and range of baseline to repeat volume scale change calculated from the phantom scaling procedure. While the baseline scans have a mean volume change of 0.90% and the repeat images have a mean volume change of 0.87% (see Table 2 ), the ratio of the two measurements is much smaller at 0.33%. Table 2 shows the range of the size of correction that the 9DOF registration was trying to correct for. The distribution of the phantom calculated repeat image to baseline image volume scale change is shown in Fig. 2 . A two tailed paired t-test, comparing the phantom scaling percent volume change and the registration percent volume change gave p = 0.15. Fig. 3 shows a Bland-Altman plot of these results. In this plot, there are 7 registrations that lie outside the 95% confidence interval (mean ± 1.96 × SD). The 7 outliers consisted of 5 control and 2 AD subjects. A further 7 subjects (3 control and 4 AD) were randomly selected from our 129 subjects, and in a randomised test, blinded to scaling correction method, an expert reviewer was asked to visually inspect and rank corresponding pairs of images with 1) no correction, 2) phantom correction and 3) registration correction. For all 7 outliers, the 9DOF registration was the preferred scaling correction-in that there was no residual scaling artifact after the correction. In 5 out of 7 outliers, the phantom was deemed to have had a detrimental effect, i.e. worse than no scaling correction at all, and in the remaining two cases the phantom correction was better than no correction at all, but not better than the 9DOF registration. Fig. 4 shows an example of a large scaling error from the ADNI cohort, similar to those visually assessed.
Results
Assessing the effect of 9DOF registration on the measurement of brain atrophy using the BBSI The 129 uncorrected repeat scans were registered to the corresponding baseline scan using 6DOF, thereby having no scaling correction. In addition, the 129 phantom corrected repeat scans were registered using 6DOF to the corresponding baseline scan and finally the 129 uncorrected repeat scans were registered to the corresponding baseline scan using 9DOF. After differential bias correction we measured the BBSI for each pair. The annualized mean (SD) BBSI was calculated for control and AD groups, for each set of images.
Results Table 3 shows the performance of the phantom scaling correction, and the registration algorithm in terms of the Brain Boundary Shift Integral (BBSI) measurement for control and AD subjects. The BBSI value gives a measure of overall brain atrophy. This is a volume change expressed as a percentage of baseline brain volume, per year. The first line, showing uncorrected images registered with 6DOF has no scaling correction at all. The second and third lines show the impact on mean (SD) BBSI values for phantom scaling correction, and 9DOF registration scaling correction respectively. We did not find a significant difference in the mean BBSI values for either scaling correction method, in either control or AD groups (all p N 0.3). Overall, the phantom correction procedure reduced the SD of BBSI by 7% for both control and AD groups, and the 9DOF registration reduced the SD of BBSI by 13% for control subjects and 9% for AD subjects. This corresponds to a reduction in variance of BBSI of around 20%. Table 4 shows the significance of these results in terms of the Pitman's tests.
Discussion
In this paper, we calculated the magnitude of phantom derived voxel scaling changes in structural MRI images collected in the ADNI trial. We assessed whether a scaling correction method based on a post-processing of the brain scans themselves using a widely available registration algorithm (Woods et al., 1993) can correct for scaling changes as effectively as a scaling phantom. In all cases, scan pairs were within-scanner.
The phantom scans gave a mean absolute percentage volume scale change of 0.90% for baseline scans and 0.87% for the repeat scans with no significant difference (p = 0.97) in the magnitude of the correction between baseline and repeat scans. The implication of this finding is, as would be expected, that on average there was neither a systematic scaling difference (bias) in the scanners over time, nor a systematic change in the phantom scaling correction. The phantom corrections at baseline and follow-up for individual subjects were correlated with a mean absolute % volume change between repeat and baseline scans of only 0.33%. This suggests that scanner-related change in voxel sizes resulted in artifactual errors in the measurement of brain volume change that were on average of a similar magnitude as those seen in normal ageing over 1 year, typically 0.3-0.5% for healthy individuals aged 50-75 years (Scahill et al., 2003) . This is considerably less than the annual losses in MCI or AD (1-2% of baseline brain volume per year) . However, this finding must come with a number of caveats. First, because this study was designed to compare methods of correction for scaling change, the scanners chosen were not representative of scanners generally; they had to have been "qualified" to be included in ADNI; they were part of an ongoing QC programme and importantly scans from scanners with an obvious problem had been excluded by the central QC site (Mayo Clinic) that selected the scans for this comparison. For these reasons, the temporal stability of the scanners analyzed here is most likely better than what might be expected in a typical clinical trial. Thus these data likely underestimate the deleterious impact of scanner scaling instability in most clinical trials. Secondly, although some scanners showed no change at all in voxel sizes, there was quite a range (Table 2 and Fig. 1 ) in the individual scanner-related change with a number of scan pairs showing more than 1% volume change as measured by the phantom.
Nine degrees of freedom (9DOF) registration of the phantom corrected images was used to test if there is any residual scaling error Table 3 The mean (SD) annualized Brain Boundary Shift Integral (BBSI) value for uncorrected and phantom corrected images, registered using 6 or 9DOF, and for control and AD subjects.
Correction
Control (n = 79) AD (n = 50) None 0.51 (0.93) 1.38 (0.98) Phantom corrected 0.51 (0.86) 1.37 (0.91) 9DOF registration 0.49 (0.81) 1.34 (0.89)
The BBSI value gives a measure of overall brain atrophy. This is a volume change expressed as a percentage of baseline brain volume, per year. after phantom correction. In an ideal world, if both methods of scaling correction were perfect, the phantom correction would correct the images perfectly, and having done so the registration algorithm would correctly recover scalings change of exactly 1.0 for all scan pairs and would give a mean volume change and mean absolute volume change of 0.0%. Any deviation from this could be caused by either the phantom correction algorithm, whereby data that we are assuming is phantom corrected is in fact not perfectly corrected, or the registration algorithm is inaccurate (e.g. adjusting for scaling unnecessarily), or both. The mean percentage volume change was only 0.04%, which is negligible in practical terms, and importantly, when we reversed the images and re-ran the experiment, the result was − 0.04%. This indicates that the registration algorithm is performing symmetrically, and hence there is a small bias in the data. There was no significant difference (p = 0.97) between the control and AD groups indicating no disease-related bias: implying that progressive atrophy in the AD group did not influence the registration-based correction. The majority of scan pairs in our data (98 out of 129 pairs, 76%) had a phantom scaling correction of less than 0.5% (arbitrarily chosen). For small scale changes (e.g. b0.05%) the phantom and the registrationbased scalings are not tightly correlated perhaps implying we are at the practical limits of correction with this method. Future work should seek ways of improving the precision of scaling correction. Importantly however, for large scale changes we found a small number of cases (7) where there was a marked and material difference between the phantom derived scalings and the registration derived scalings. Visual inspection (blind to method of correction) suggested that the 9DOF registration produced a more correct solution. We feel that this implies that in a small number of cases the phantom produced an incorrect scale change which could be corrected by the 9DOF registration. These results combined, suggest that the additional expense and logistic effort of scanning a phantom with every patient scan can be avoided by registration-based scaling correction.
In terms of the effect on the measurement of brain atrophy (Materials and methods), the mean BBSI values were similar whether measured from the uncorrected, phantom, or 9DOF registration corrected scans (Table 3) . Although not significantly different it is worth noting that the BBSI values were on average about 3% lower with 9DOF correction. Importantly however, there was a trend towards a reduction in the variability (standard deviation) of the BBSI value scans when corrected for scaling errors with either method. The reduction in variability was greatest with 9DOF correction for the control group and was statistically significant. Both forms of correction reduced the SD of the mean atrophy rates: the 9DOF correction producing about 10% reduction in the SD for both control (13%) and AD (9%) groups-this is equivalent to approximately 20% reduction in variance which if there were no changes in mean rates of atrophy equate to approximately 20% reduction in sample sizes. Sample size estimates for disease modifying trials in AD are driven by the variance in the outcome measure and the expected difference in the mean rate of atrophy in the treated group versus the placebo group. The maximum effect one could reasonably expect for an atrophy slowing therapy would be to reduce the AD rate to the control rate, as such, sample sizes are proportional to (SD / (difference in means)) 2 -sample size estimates based upon the atrophy rates in the AD subjects in this study would therefore be 10-12% lower with (either) correction for voxel scaling than if no correction was used. This could improve group separation of atrophy rates in AD and controls and make a material difference in therapeutic trials especially if less well controlled scanners are included.
An important aspect of the method is the pre-segmentation of the brain prior to the use of the registration step. The original Woods method (Woods et al., 1993) required a segmented image of the brain. Subsequent validation studies showed that this significantly improved the accuracy of the overall registration compared with unsegmented images Woods et al., 1998) . Gunter et al. (2003) later showed better group separation (AD and control groups) using a dilated brain mask. For this paper we used 8 dilations which include the skull/scalp boundary. In this paper we did not assess different registration algorithms for correction of voxel scaling changes in longitudinal MR studies. We focused on a single widely used algorithm. Future work could investigate different interpolation methods to smooth the cost function near the registration point, with the aim of improving the precision. Additionally, it would be useful to understand further which parts of the image are most important for this type of registration-a highly complex structure such as the brain provides good 6DOF registration, but the skull or scalp/skull high contrast boundary may be more important to constrain scaling, either as part of a 9DOF algorithm or a 3DOF algorithm (just scalings). Another alternative, is to use an intensity based method that is robust to large percentages of statistical outliers. Approaches like this have been proposed (Smith et al., 2002; Freeborough et al., 1996; Ourselin et al., 2000) and the ADNI dataset may be a way of assessing their performance at correcting for these scaling issues. Furthermore having run these experiments on a subset of 129 well controlled pairs of scans, it would be interesting to examine the whole ADNI dataset. This should have greater power to assess 9DOF registration correction of scaling errors and assess whether the trend towards a reduction in variance is significant with larger datasets.
The ADNI study went to great lengths to image a phantom with every subject scan, and has provided us with realistic, quantitative data such as might be obtained in future clinical trials. In this dataset, the mean correction to baseline and repeat scans was small, and the ratio of the measurements (i.e. change over time) was smaller. In addition the effects of phantom correction on the BBSI were not significant, and there was a correlation between the size and direction of the correction applied to baseline and repeat scans. This suggests that it is more important to ensure that a subject is scanned at the same centre and on the same quality controlled scanner than it is to scan the phantom with every subject. In this way, as long as the scanner was regularly and carefully serviced, the relative change would be small enough to not have a significant effect on measurements of atrophy, even if larger absolute scaling errors are present and unchanging over time. Phantoms will clearly play an important role in calibrating the scanner as part of routine maintenance due to the high level of accuracy and precision thus obtained, and the use of high quality phantoms to accredit imaging sites for clinical trial could have great value in ensuring that all sites in multi-site trials have similar stability to the carefully monitored sites used in the ADNI study. The results from the visual assessment also suggest alternative strategies. In general the 9DOF registration was the preferred solution where the scaling factors found by the phantom and the 9DOF registration method were most different. However, we can imagine cases where the 9DOF registration will fail. The 9DOF registration is most likely to be inaccurate when there is significant motion artifact, excessive amounts of atrophy or large intensity differences. If any of these factors are known to be likely, then a phantom scan may be prudent. For example phantom scaling correction may be preferable for patients that are more likely to move during the scan, for longer running trials, or if a known scanner upgrade is unavoidable. The results from the visual assessment also showed an example with a warping distortion presumably due to uncorrectable gradient nonlinearity. This suggests that it is also important to place subjects consistently as close as possible to the iso-centre of the magnet and to position subjects in the same location for each visit. In addition, it may be the case that the organizers of a clinical trial should invest in a prequalifying phase, where an imaging centre uses a phantom to benchmark their quality control processes and prove to a hub site that they can routinely scan subjects to a known quality standard . These recommendations may provide an alternative, more cost effective method of control than a phantom scan with every subject. The comparison of the value of the two scaling change correction methods was done using a single structural MRI endpoint, namely the BBSI for quantification of global brain atrophy. For other endpoints, especially those involving local measurements of atrophy or of cortical thickness, the relative merits of the two approaches may possibly differ, however it is likely that scaling changes would affect any measure of volume change over time. Also, this paper has focused on longitudinal measurements of brain atrophy. For crosssectional studies, although absolute voxel scaling errors (which the registration method does not correct) may have an impact, any effect will be small compared to inter-individual variation in brain volumes and morphology.
Conclusions
The ADNI study is the first publicly-available, large scale, multi-site study to routinely scan a geometric phantom with each subject. Consequently this paper is the first to study and quantify the benefit of the phantom in a multi-centre trial context, and to compare the phantom with an image processing based solution to correct for change in scaling values using a 9 degree of freedom registration algorithm. The 9DOF registration approach was found to produce essentially equivalent results to phantom scale correction when the images were used to quantify brain atrophy. We suggest that 9DOF registration is unbiased, can be automated as part of image processing pipelines, can be applied retrospectively, is less expensive than using a scaling phantom and avoids the risk of errors introduced by faulty phantoms. These conclusions have practical implications on the implementation of future clinical trials.
